
Overchurch Infant School Foundation Subjects Medium Term Planning 2021 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY YEAR GROUP: YEAR TWO, SUMMER TERM  
 

FOCUS: COMPARING OUR LOCALITY TO A 
CONTRASTING NON-EUROPEAN LOCALITY 

 

PREVIOUS LEARNING: 
In Foundation Stage, children learned about their school environment and the immediate surroundings. They learned what a village was and the names of local villages. 
In Year One, children learned about the UK and the capital cities but learning will need to be consolidated due to the pandemic. They also learned about oceans of the 
world but will need revision of their names and location. They know the vocabulary of some human and physical features.  
 

 

SESSIONS 
 

 

Learning Intentions 
(linked to NC) 

Revisit and Review 
including previous 

misconceptions 
 

Children’s Learning Lesson outcome including Tier 2 
and Tier 3 vocabulary to be 

captured 

SESSION ONE 
I can name and 

locate the 
seven 

continents and 
five oceans of 

the world. 

To name and locate 
the world’s seven 

continents and five 
oceans. 

 
To identify the location 
of hot and cold areas 

of the world in relation 
to the Equator and the 

Poles. 

Where do we live? 
 

Do we live in a town, 
city or village? 

 
What country do we 

like in? 
 

What are the four 
capital cities? 

 

*Start the lesson by introducing the Knowledge Organiser 
Show children a world globe or online 3D globe –  
https://www.echalk.co.uk/Science/physics/solarSystem/Interac
tiveEarth/interactiveEarth.html and point out the land masses; 
identifying these as the seven continents.  Point out and name 
each one. Also highlight the poles & the equator.   
Play online continents game 
https://world-geography-games.com/en/world_continents.html  
Content Relay game: Put enough names of each continent in 
the middle of the classroom.  Working in mixed ability groups 
children go one at a time and take a continent name and place it 
on their world map in the middle of the table.  Which group can 
do it the fastest?   
Using a globe identify the areas around the continents as the 
five major oceans. 
Play Relay game as earlier but this time add the oceans.   
 
 

Floor book: A3 sized map of the 
world with children’s labels added 
to it for the Continents and seas. 
 
Continents (names) 
Oceans (names) 
Polar  
North Pole 
South Pole 
Equator  
Atlas 
Globe 
Map 
Sea 
Irish Sea 
English Channel 
North Sea 

SESSION TWO 
I can identify 
some of the 

key human and 

To use basic 
geographical 

vocabulary to refer to 

What are the 7 
continents of our 

world? 
 

Use google earth to find the UK, then zoom in to find England, 
Merseyside and eventually Liverpool.  
What city have we landed on? Who has been to Liverpool? 
What do we know about it already?  

Floor Book: Pieces of card/ 
coloured paper cut into pieces 
with children’s facts they have 
found written on. Accompanying 

https://www.echalk.co.uk/Science/physics/solarSystem/InteractiveEarth/interactiveEarth.html
https://www.echalk.co.uk/Science/physics/solarSystem/InteractiveEarth/interactiveEarth.html
https://world-geography-games.com/en/world_continents.html


physical 
features of 
Liverpool. 

key physical and 
human features. 

 
To study the human 

and physical features 
of a small area of the 

United Kingdom.  
  

What are the five 
seas? 

 
Where is the 

equator? 
 

What are the names 
of the two poles? 

 
 
 

Talk about the idea that Liverpool has lots of ‘landmarks’ – 
discuss what this means. Recap what ‘human & physical 
features’ mean and then use the PPT to look at Liverpool and 
some of its major landmarks (discussing as you go through 
which are human/physical). 
 
Activity: Allow the children time to research Liverpool 
landmarks and places, encouraging them to record their findings 
on pieces of card/coloured paper to add to floor book. Images 
of some of these key landmarks could be ready for children to 
possibly stick next to their piece of card.  
Children can use iPads, printed documents, books (if possible) 

picture could be stuck next to it if 
available.  
 
Human features 
Physical features 
United Kingdom  
City  
Atlas 
Globe 
Liverpool 
United Kingdom 
England 
Merseyside 
River Mersey  
Landmarks  

SESSION THREE 
I can explain 
what I know 
about Brazil 

and the city of 
Manaus.  

 
 

 
To study the human 

and physical features 
of a small area in a 

contrasting non-
European country. 

 
 
 
 

What are some of 
the key human 

features of the city 
of Liverpool? 

 
What are some of 
the key physical 

features of the city 
of Liverpool? 

 
 
 

Brazil Hook: Flight simulation in the hall, children will watch 
‘inflight safety video’, be served Brazilian snacks and drinks, 
watch an inflight movie about Brazil etc.   
Begin with a little look at Brazil, find it on Google Earth and then 
send children to globes and atlases around the room to locate it 
for themselves. Put the name of the city we will be looking at on 
the board and see if they can find it within Brazil ‘Manaus’. 
Use PPT & video links on slides to introduce the culture and 
country of Brazil.  
Children can take part in a number of activities across the 
afternoon including:  
Learn a Samba Dance:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW0iYnFFVoI  
Rio Carnival Footage (Must be careful of some parts of the video 
shown)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIF2eyUNpBc 
Travel video (some parts might be interesting to watch)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SoTY_aTNH5A  
Make some carnival masks.  
Colour in flags  
Label on a map  
Look at different musical instruments  
 

Floor Book: Photos of the day 
with maybe a couple of comments 
from the children on pieces of 
card.  
Picture of a map with Brazil 
labelled.  
 
Brazil 
South America 
Manaus  
Amazon  
Rainforest 
Amazonia  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW0iYnFFVoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIF2eyUNpBc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SoTY_aTNH5A


 
 

SESSION FOUR 
I can compare 
and contrast 
the cities of 
Manaus and 

Liverpool.  
 
 
 
 

To understand the 
geographical 
similarities and 
differences through 
studying the human 
and physical geography 
of a small area of the 
UK, and a small area in 
a contrasting non-
European country. 

What do we know 
about the country of 

Brazil? 
 

What do we know 
about the city of 

Manaus? 

Compare and contrast Manaus & Liverpool 
Talk about what we know about both places. 
Use PPT to make comparisons between housing, population, 
schools, food. Talk about the comparison of size of area, model 
the tight fit with children by encouraging them to stand in a 
small space and increase the number of children. 
Play a sorting picture game using Venn diagram sheet, the 
children must verbalise how they know it is either of the two 
places.  
 
Cross curricular writing in English this week to consolidate 
learning about Brazil. 
 

Floor Book: Complete A3 Venn 
diagram as a class and then ask 
some children to come and stick it 
in and write on some small pieces 
of paper/card some of the 
similarities/ differences.  
 
Brazil 
South America 
Manaus  
Amazon  
Rainforest 
Amazonia  
Human features 
Physical features 
United Kingdom  
City  
Atlas 
Globe 
Liverpool 
United Kingdom 
England 
Merseyside 
River Mersey  
Landmarks 

 

NEXT STEPS FOR LEARNING: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


